Pre-Register is a translation service for ASEAN Payment Gateway registration documents for new customers. From Myanmar to English In order to facilitate customers and reduce operational procedures for branches

https://smartfx.krungthai.com/apg or Scan QR Code

https://smartfx.krungthai.com/apg or Scan QR Code
Web Application Pre-Register

Pre-Register

Welcome to APG
Money Transfer to ASEAN Country

- Fill ATM card number, PIN and mobile number and click Login
- Press start and insert code from SMS
- Click Accept
1. Fill in the details, name, address, sender, telephone number.

2. Fill in the details, name of the recipient, the destination bank account number. The recipient can be by channel of each bank open for service.

3. When the recording is complete, press Add Receiver or when recording is wrong, you can press Remove Receiver.

5. The system will send an SMS to the registered mobile number. Enter OTP to verify.

6. Save Slip system will show Pre-Register Code along with SMS confirming Pre-Register Code to customer’s mobile phone by specifying to wait for confirmation SMS when translation service is complete.

7. When a confirmation SMS is received, the customer can contact the branch to apply for the APG service.
8. Once the customer has received the confirmation SMS, the customer can fill out the Pre-Register Code in the Already have Code field, fill in the phone number, press SEARCH.

9. If Status shows Completed, the translation has been completed successfully.

10. If Status shows Processing, it means that the translation is still in progress.

11. In case the registration information is unclear or incorrect, the system will reject, there will be an SMS notification to the customer’s mobile phone for customers to register again.